The new Heliosat-4 method estimates the downwelling shortwave irradiance received at ground level in all sky conditions. It provides the global irradiance and its direct and diffuse components on a horizontal plane and the direct irradiance for a plane normal to sun rays. It is a fully physical model using a fast, but still accurate approximation of radiative transfer modelling and is therefore well suited for geostationary satellite retrievals. It can also be used as a fast radiative transfer model in numerical weather prediction models. It is composed of two models based on abaci, also called look- 
Introduction
With respect to solar electricity generation the need of temporally and spatially resolved long-term solar radiation databases has been increasing in recent years. The surface solar irradiance (SSI), also known as the downwelling shortwave irradiance at surface, is defined as the power received from the sun on a horizontal unit surface at ground level. Under concern here is the SSI integrated over the whole solar spectrum, i.e. between 0.3 µm and 4 µm, called total or broadband SSI. The global SSI is the sum of the direct SSI from the direction of the sun, also called the beam SSI, and the diffuse SSI from the Rigollier et al., 2004; Heliosat-3) . The principles of the Heliosat method describe the case when a cloud exhibits a larger reflectance than the ground. Consequently, the appearance of a cloud in the field of view of the satellite sensor should result in an increase of the perceived signal: the cloud appears brighter than the ground. All previous Heliosat versions have in common to be divided into two parts regarding the physical modelling: converting the satellite image into a cloud index and converting the cloud index in irradiance. Therefore, they are called cloud index methods and use several empirical functions. On the other hand, numerical radiative transfer models (RTM) simulate the propagation of radiation through the atmosphere and are used to calculate the SSI for given atmospheric and surface conditions. RTMs are demanding regarding computer time and inappropriate in cases where satellite based operational computations of the SSI are performed such as at the Deutscher Wetterdienst (Mueller et al., 2009) , the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) (Deneke et al., 2008; Greuell et al., 2013) , or the MINES ParisTech (Blanc et al., 2011) . Several solutions have been proposed in order to speed up calculations of the SSI. Among them is the use of abacialso known as look-up tables (LUT) -(see e.g. Deneke et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2009; Schulz et al., 2009 ). This solution is used here.
The present work was part of the MACC (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate) projects funded by the European Commission. MACC was preparing European Commission's Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) aiming at the operational provision of freely available geo-information from remote sensing and associated geophysical modelling. To that purpose, the new method Heliosat-4 has been developed that benefits on the one hand from the capabilities of the Meteosat satellites to monitor clouds and their optical properties, and on the other hand, from the recent advances on atmosphere composition modelling made in MACC projects. The latter are preparing the operational provision of global aerosol properties analyses and forecasts together with physically consistent total column content in water vapour and ozone (Benedetti et al., 2011; Kaiser et al., 2012; Peuch et al., 2009 ). Such 3-h resolved information has not been available so far from any operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) centre. This paper describes the methodology chosen, its practical implementation, its strengths, its current weaknesses and restrictions. It also provides a validation against ground measurements. The concept of Heliosat-4 is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents an overview of the clear-sky model estimating the SSI under cloudless skies, hereafter called clear-sky conditions. The model for cloudy sky and its input data are described in Section 4 and its implementation in Section 5. Section 6 describes the ground-based measurements from 13 Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) stations used for validation as well as the protocol of validation. The results of this station-wise validation are presented in Section 7 followed by detailed discussions of the sources of errors in Heliosat-4 in Section 8 which summarizes the work and discusses the applicability and limits of Heliosat-4 in its current status.
The concept of Heliosat-4
Let G denote the global SSI received on a horizontal surface for any sky, i.e. all sky conditions, including both clear (being cloud-free) and cloudy conditions. G is the sum of the direct SSI B and diffuse SSI D. In the present article, B does not comprise the circumsolar radiation. This is contrary to the definition of WMO on direct irradiance being defined as the irradiance measured by a pyrheliometer. These differences are deeply discussed in Blanc et al. (2014a) . Let note G c , B c and D c the same quantities but for clear-sky conditions. Let KT, KT B , KT c and KT Bc be respectively, the clearness index and the direct clearness index for all-sky conditions and clearsky conditions:
where E 0 denotes the irradiance received on a horizontal surface at the top of atmosphere for the location and time under concern. The readers are referred to the appendix for a complete list of symbols.
According to Lefèvre et al. (2013) , G c , B c and D c are functions of the solar zenith angle θ S and of clear atmosphere properties. The latter are denoted P c and form a set of 7 variables governing the optical state of the atmosphere in clear-sky: i) total column contents in ozone and ii) water vapour, iii) elevation of the ground above mean sea level, iv) vertical profile of temperature, pressure, density, and volume mixing ratio for gases as a function of altitude, v) aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550 nm, vi) Ångström coefficient, and vii) aerosol type. In addition, Lefèvre et al. (2013) note that G c and D c are functions of the ground albedo ρ g .
K cG and K cB denote the clear-sky indices and are defined as the ratio of the actual to the clear sky irradiances: G = G c (θ S , ρ g , P c )K cG (θ S , ρ g , P c , P cloud ) B = B c (θ S , P c )K cB (θ S , P c , P cloud ) (2.2) P cloud is a set of variables describing the properties of the clouds and will be discussed later in Section 4.2. K cG and K cB are also often called cloud modification factor in studies on erythemal UV or photosynthetically active radiation (e.g. Calbo et al., 2005; den Outer et al., 2010) . K cG and K cB describe the cloud influence on the downwelling radiation and are expected to change also with clear atmosphere properties P c since clouds, aerosols and gases are present in the same atmospheric column and all interact with the radiation field at the same time. Nevertheless, Oumbe et al. (2014) found based on an extensive numerical study with two RTMs that for all considered cloud properties, and a large range of θ S and ρ g , the influence of changes in P c on K cG and K cB is generally less than 2-5 %, provided ρ g < 0.7. In these cases the first derivatives ∂K cG /∂P c and ∂K cB /∂P c are close to 0. This range is similar to the typical uncertainty associated to the most accurate pyranometers (WMO, 2008) . According to Oumbe et al. (2014) the following approximations may be adapted with an error (P95) on G and B less than 15 W m −2 : G ≈ G c (θ S , ρ g , P c )K cG (θ S , ρ g , P c0 , P cloud ) B ≈ B c (θ S , P c )K cB (θ s , P c0 , P cloud ) (2.3)
where P c0 is an arbitrarily chosen set P c which replaces the variable P c by a fixed and typical set of clear-sky variables.
In case of long paths of sun rays in the atmosphere, the influence of clear-atmosphere properties on K cG and K cB is not negligible anymore. The relative error made when using (2.3) can reach significant values at large θ S with 4 % at 70°and 8 % at 80°, especially when ρ g > 0.7. However, in such cases, the irradiances are very low, and the absolute error on G and B expressed as the percentile 95 % (P95) is less than 15 W m −2 . The P95 can be greater than 15 W m −2 when ρ g > 0.7 (Oumbe et al., 2014) . In that case, one should be cautious in using (2.3). Such large albedos are rarely found, but may occur in cases of fresh snow. Oumbe et al. (2014) have studied the selection of the typical set P c0 . They found that the difference in K cG and K cB using different typical sets P c0 was negligible, provided that the selected P c0 does not include extreme values. They recommended the following set which has been implemented here:
• The mid-latitude summer atmosphere from the USA Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) data sets is taken for the vertical profile of temperature, pressure, density, and volume mixing ratio for gases as a function of altitude.
• AOD at 550 nm is set to 0.20, Ångström coefficient is set to 1.3, and aerosol type is continental average. • Total column water vapour content is set to 35 kg m −2 .
• Total column ozone content is set to 300 Dobson units.
• Elevation above sea level is 0 m. Therefore, computations of the SSI in Heliosat-4 can be made by considering independently the clearsky conditions and the cloudy conditions as shown in Eq. (2.3). Two independent models were developed and used, one for clear-sky conditions that provides the quantities G c and B c , and the other for cloudy conditions that provides the quantities K cG and K cB . Each model has its own set of inputs. This allows efficient usage of cloud and clear-sky variables available at different spatial and temporal resolutions. When both models are abaci-based, using (2.3) means using two ensembles of abaci, one for clear-sky and the other for cloudy skies. In doing so, the number of entries for each ensemble is reduced leading to reducing i) the size of the abaci, ii) the number of combination between parameters, and iii) the total number of interpolations between nodes, thus increasing the speed in computation.
The clear-sky model McClear (Lefèvre et al., 2013) estimates G c and B c , and the cloudy sky model McCloud estimates K cG and K cB . Both models are detailed hereafter. Fig. 1 exhibits a schematic structure of Heliosat-4. The clear-sky computations are performed first and then the computations of K cG and K cB if clouds are present.
Overview on the McClear model and its inputs
The McClear model has already been published (Lefèv-re et al., 2013) and its derivation is not detailed here. It is a physics based model established on the basis of the radiative transfer model libRadtran (Mayer and Kylling, 2005; Mayer et al., 2010) . It provides the broadband SSI and its components under clear sky conditions. It accurately reproduces the irradiance computed by libRadtran with a computational speed being approximately 10 5 times faster by using the abaci approach combined with interpolation functions. An abacus contains results of a libRadtran computation for selected values of the inputs, the so-called node points. Interpolation functions permit to interpolate the libRadtran results stored in the abacus between node points to yield results for any values of the inputs. Actually, the McClear abaci comprise the clearness index KT c for ρ g equal to 0, 0.1, and 0.9, and the direct clearness index KT Bc for ρ g = 0. A specific method is used for the interpolation of the ground albedo (Lefèvre et al., 2013) . The choice of using only three different values of ρ g (0, 0.1 and 0.9) reduces the size of LUTS, but also guarantees the best performance for the full albedo range from 0 to 1.
Based on the input data availability in CAMS, McClear delivers time-series of SSI for any place in the world and any instant starting from 2004. Its inputs are:
• θ S as provided by the fast algorithm for the solar position SG2 (Blanc and Wald, 2012 ); • three parameters describing the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) in the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) database (Schaaf et al., 2002) from which ρ g can be computed. The worldwide climatological monthly means of these three parameters as derived by Blanc et al. (2014b) from the MODIS BRDF/Albedo model parameters product MCD43C1 and MCD43C2 data have been used. This dataset has a spatial resolution of 0.05°; • the altitude of the ground level, given by the user, or taken from the SRTM data set (Farr et al., 2007) if available or the GTOPO30 data set (Gesch and Larson, 1996) ; • the elevation of the CAMS cell above the ground;
• the AOD at 550 nm from CAMS, and the Ångström coefficient computed from the aerosol optical depths at 550 nm and 1240 nm as provided in CAMS; • the aerosol type (Hess et al., 1998) . CAMS delivers also partial optical depths at 550 nm for dust, organic, sea salt, sulphate, and black carbon aerosol species which are input to the algorithm of Lefèvre et al. (2013) converting the total and partial optical depths into aerosol types: urban, continental clean, continental polluted, continental average, maritime clean, maritime polluted, maritime tropical, Antarctic, and desert;
• the total column contents in ozone and water vapour given by CAMS; • the vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, density, and volume mixing ratio for gases as a function of altitude, which are those from the USA Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL, Anderson et al., 1986) as implemented in libRadtran: tropics, mid-latitude summer and winter, and sub-Arctic summer and winter. A zoning has been constructed for the automatic selection of the atmospheric profile for any site based on the Koeppen climate classification map (Lefèvre et al., 2013) . In order to avoid spatial discontinuity due to the abrupt change in vertical profiles, the original algorithm of Lefèvre et al. (2013) has been improved. McClear computes G c and B c for each profile and averages these estimates weighted by the inverse of the distance of the site of interest to the closest border of each zone. The period ranging from November to April is considered as boreal winter and austral summer.
McClear has been previously validated with respect to 1 min measurements of G and B, detected as corresponding to clear sky condition, from the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN; Ohmura et al., 1998) . Measurements used were collected from 11 sites located throughout six continents (Lefèvre et al., 2013) . The bias for G c comprises between −6 and 25 W m −2 depending on the station, that is between −1 % to 4 % of the mean of the measurements for the station. (Oumbe, 2009; Qu, 2013) . The set of variables describing the properties of the clouds P cloud comprises: i) cloud optical depth τ cloud , ii) cloud phase, iii) liquid/ice water content, iv) droplet effective radius, and v) the vertical position of the cloud. More precisely, Oumbe (2009) and Qu (2013) have shown by using the RTM libRadtran that changes in cloud liquid/ice water content and droplet effective radius have limited impact on the estimated SSI. In the specific case of CAMS, very limited information on the cloud liquid/ice water content and effective droplet radius is available up to now for the complete database starting in 2004. Considering the unavailability of the data and their limited impact, typical values are selected. They are set to 0.005 g m −3 and 20 µm for ice clouds and 1.0 g m −3 and 10 µm for water clouds (Oumbe et al., 2014) . Oumbe et al. (2014) established Eq. (2.3) by a methodology based on Monte-Carlo statistical analysis. Seven typical geometric positions of water clouds and three of ice clouds were tested in combination with 20 000 physically-consistent -i.e. with realistic probability distribution functions -compositions of θ S , ρ g , τ cloud and P c , yielding 140 000 values for G, B, K cG and K cB for water clouds and 60 000 for ice clouds. The same data were used here to study the influence of the heights of the cloud base and cloud top on the SSI estimated by the RTM libRadtran. As is done in the majority of satellite retrievals, only single layer clouds were assumed in this analysis.
The first result of the statistical analysis is that unsurprisingly, in cloudy skies, τ cloud is the variable within P cloud having the greatest impact on G, D and B. Fig. 3 exhibits an example of variation of B and D with τ cloud , for water and ice clouds and for the seven cases for water clouds and the three for ice clouds. Other inputs to libRadtran have been kept constant. One observes a strong dependency of B and D with τ cloud . B decreases sharply with τ cloud and reaches 0 for τ cloud around 5 (Fig. 2a) . Expectedly for a given τ cloud , B does not change with the cloud phase, ground albedo or height of the cloud base or top. This is confirmed when using different clearatmosphere properties P c and θ S as inputs. One observes in Fig. 2b that D rises sharply as τ cloud increases from 0 up to 2-3 and then decreases as τ cloud increases for both water and ice clouds. The global G decreases slowly as τ cloud increases from 0 up to 2-3 and this increase in D compensates the strong decrease in B. The different ice clouds cases (ic1, ic2, ic3) cannot be distinguished. This is also true for water clouds but to a lesser extent. The influence of the cloud geometrical properties on D is very small. The larger variation for the extreme cases may be explained by the enforcement of the multiple reflections of radiation between the surface and the cloud occurring when ρ g and τ cloud are both large. In this case, more interactions occur between the radiation and aerosols, water vapour, and other gases. The change of the cloud geometric position, i.e. cloud base height, has a stronger impact on D in such cases. However, these extreme cases are rare, e.g. they are less than 1 % for all measurements being used for validation later on. Therefore, it can be considered that for the majority of cases, the influence of the cloud vertical position and extent is small or negligible.
Even if the influence of vertical position of cloud is small or negligible for the radiative transfer, it is nevertheless preferable to avoid systematic -even smallerrors due to systematic error in the vertical position and extent of the clouds. Considering the unavailability of descriptors in an operational way, we have used typical vertical positions and extensions depending on the cloud types in the APOLLO/SEV data set discussed later (Section 4.2) that are made operationally available within CAMS.
Four reference categories were thus selected with predefined base heights and geometrical thicknesses:
• low level cloud: water cloud at low altitude, with a base height of 1.5 km and a thickness of 1 km; • medium level cloud: water cloud at medium altitude, with a base height of 4 km and a thickness of 2 km; • high level cloud: deep cloud of large vertical extent from low altitude to medium altitude, with a base height of 2 km and a thickness of 6 km; • thin ice cloud: ice cloud with a base height of 9 km and a thickness of 0.5 km.
Deep clouds, such as cumulonimbus which extend vertically from 1 and 2 km up to the tropopause (8-10 km), are mostly composed of water droplets and typically have ice crystals at the cloud top. Currently, they are treated like water clouds based on the expectation that they are optical thick anyhow independent of the cloud phase at the top of the cloud.
For all 140 000 cases for water and 60 000 cases for ice clouds, D * was computed with the above-mentioned corresponding reference categories and was compared to the actual D computed with the exact values of vertical positions and extensions. For each triplet (θ S , ρ g , τ cloud ) the differences (D * − D) were summarized by the bias and the root mean square difference (RMSD) for water clouds on the one hand, and ice clouds on the other hand. The mean, P5 and P95 of the biases and RMSD were computed for each θ S and are shown in Fig. 3 .
A decrease of RMSD and bias with θ S is observed. For water clouds, the mean of RMSD and bias range from 5 W m −2 for θ S = 0°to 1 W m −2 for θ S = 80°a nd from 5 W m −2 to −1 W m −2 , respectively. The P95 of RMSD and bias are always less than 14 W m −2 and decrease towards 0 W m −2 as θ S increases. Lower deviations are obtained under ice clouds. Means of RMSD and bias range from 2 W m −2 for θ S = 0°to 0 W m −2 for θ S = 80°. The P95 of RMSD and bias are less than 9 W m −2 and decrease towards 0 W m −2 as θ S increases.
In both cases, the relative P95 is always less than 1 %. It can be concluded that the combination of the cloud base height, the cloud geometrical thickness and the cloud phase can be aggregated into four reference categories with a negligible error on the modelled D. This is of practical interest since the geometry and heights of the clouds are typically unknown.
This conclusion is limited to the ideal cases in libRadtran where clouds are infinite and made of planeparallel layers. The representation of ice cloud optical properties follows Fu (1996) and Fu et al. (1998) as implemented in libRadtran. In reality three-dimensional cloud effects as e.g. the parallax effect (Schutgens and Roebeling, 2009; Greuell and Roebeling, 2009 ) and the overshooting (Schade et al., 2007) of global irradiances are observed. These effects are also very sensitive to the geometrical height, the extension and the overall structure of the cloud, but cannot be treated by planeparallel radiative transfer simulations. Nevertheless, in the operational geostationary satellite-based irradiance retrievals, the necessary input on three-dimensional cloud structures is mostly unavailable. Therefore, these effects are not included here.
Cloud properties used in McCloud: APOLLO/SEV
The APOLLO (AVHRR Processing scheme Over cLouds, Land and Ocean; Kriebel et al., 1989; Kriebel et al., 2003) algorithm was originally developed to exploit data from the AVHRR sensors aboard the polar orbiting series of NOAA satellites, in order to estimate the properties of clouds. It has been adapted to process images of the SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager) instrument aboard the series of MSG satellites. This adaptation is named APOLLO/SEV. The APOLLO scheme has to be adapted for each sensor it is applied to. Moreover the thresholds for cloud detection vary with the geographical region. Compared to the APOLLO for NOAA-AVHRR, the following changes were made: defaults of thresholds for most of the APOLLO/SEV tests have been re-defined depending on the region being visible by SEVIRI and especially for non-European areas. Additionally, APOLLO/SEV contains an updated correction database for masking regional peculiarities as e.g. cold currents and thermal fronts in the ocean, deserts with airborne dust, or known bright surfaces as dry lakes, etc. Since the received radiation in the 0.6 µm channel of SEVIRI is subject to only a small amount of water vapour absorption, it can be similarly used for derivation of τ cloud as in previous APOLLO schemes. A check if results of APOLLO/SEV are reasonable has been done by means of comparisons of cloud properties derived from both, SEVIRI and AVHRR, in coincident scenes (WDC, 2015) . APOLLO/SEV provides quantities related to clouds for each pixel (3 km at nadir) and every 15 min. Among these quantities, a mask with values being cloud-free or cloudy, τ cloud and the level of the cloud as being low, medium, or high, together with additionally a thin cloud type class, are derived. Cloud types are defined according to the cloud top temperature. The layer boundaries are set to 700 hPa and 400 hPa with the associated temperatures taken from standard atmospheres. The thin clouds layer exclusively contains thin pure ice phase clouds with no thick clouds underneath. Fully and partly cloudy pixels are discriminated. Cloud coverage, i.e. the fraction of a pixel covered by a cloud, expressed in percent, is derived for each level and the thin class of clouds separately. The cloud coverage is calculated at daytime by the relationship between the reflectance measured at 0.6 µm and 0.8 µm and the average reflectances for fully covered and cloud-free pixels in a region of 58 × 58 pixels centred on the pixel under concern. Inside APOLLO/SEV, any τ cloud being less than 0.5 for a fully cloud covered pixel is clipped to 0.5 assuming this as the minimum sensitivity of the optical depth retrieval for a cloud in order to discriminate from aerosols.
Since APOLLO provides τ cloud only for fully cloudy pixels, a post-processor is applied to estimate τ cloud for partly cloudy pixels. The estimated optical depth of the partly covered pixel is computed firstly by taking the average of all τ cloud of the fully covered pixels of same type of cloud in this region, and then by multiplying this average by the cloud coverage. Following the previously chosen definition of a minimum optical depth for any cloud-affected pixel, τ cloud in partly covered pixels is also clipped to a minimum value of 0.45. The value of 0.45 has been chosen being close to the 0.5 value discussed above but also being able to identify those cases afterwards from the value itself. Otherwise, the pixel is considered as cloud-free. The impact of this decision is further discussed in Section 8.5. The maximum τ cloud is set at 500.
The concept of McCloud
The inputs to McCloud are:
• θ S that is computed as for McClear;
• the three parameters describing the BRDF from which ρ g can be computed as detailed hereafter. Similarly to McClear, the worldwide climatological monthly means of these three parameters proposed by Blanc et al. (2014b) has been used; • τ cloud from APOLLO/SEV for the pixel under concern; • cloud type from APOLLO/SEV from which the clouds are allotted to one of the four reference categories: low, medium, high, and thin ice cloud.
• cloud coverage (mask) from APOLLO/SEV.
McCloud is composed of two modules. The first one is an analytical module and is designed to compute K cB which is a function of the cloud optical depth τ cloud and θ S as illustrated in Fig. 2a :
The second module is an abaci-based module designed to compute K cG . The abaci have a limited number of inputs because they are computed with a single typical P c0 as presented previously (Section 2), and have consequently a small size which helps to reduce computational effort.
The abaci for global irradiance
Four abaci were constructed containing values of K cG , one for each cloud reference category. These abaci were computed by running libRadtran with the solver 'disort 16-stream' and the representation of ice cloud optical properties (Mayer et al., 2010) . K cG is computed for each node from two runs of libRadtran, one for clearsky, one for cloudy sky:
The choices of node points for each of the three variables (θ S , τ cloud , ρ g ) in the abacus were firstly examined. A bi-linear interpolation of K cG with respect to θ S and τ cloud , and a specific interpolation with respect to ρ g (Subsection 5.1) were performed for a large number of possible random compositions of the other atmospheric properties. The interpolation results were compared to the results of libRadtran serving as reference. The choice was based on an empirically-defined trade-off between a limited number of node points and an accurate assessment by the interpolation functions (Qu, 2013) .
The selected node points are: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 89 • τ cloud : 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 30, 37, 45, 55, 65, 75, 90, 110, 140, 180, 230, 290, 370 , 500 • ρ g : 0, 0.1, 0.9 (as further discussed in Section 5.1) For completeness reasons, node points include large values of θ S above 75°and for τ cloud above 100 even if their practical relevance in our application is restricted due to highly inaccurate satellite retrievals under these conditions.
For θ S , τ cloud , ρ g considered separately, the interpolation results exhibit a bias less than 0.4, 1.5, 0.2 W m −2 and a RMSE less than 0.4, 1.5, 0.4 W m −2 . Eventually, the performance of the interpolation was assessed with all the three variables together for different possible compositions of clear-sky properties; the bias is about 0.5 W m −2 and the RMSE around 1 W m −2 (Qu, 2013) . These values are small and similar to the sensitivity of measuring instruments of the highest quality classes (WMO, 2008) . This choice for the node points and the related interpolation is therefore justified.
If the input is outside the above-mentioned range, an extrapolation is performed. Linear interpolations are performed for θ S and τ cloud . The order in the sequence of interpolations has a negligible influence on the results. For the sake of computing speed, linear interpolations are performed first, followed by the computation of the ground albedo. Similarly to the McClear abaci, the McCloud abaci comprise the clear-sky indices K cG for ρ g equal to 0, 0.1, and 0.9, and the direct clearness index K cB for a zero albedo.
Practical implementation of
Heliosat-4
Interpolation within the McCloud abacus
The two first interpolations on θ S and τ cloud provide three values of K cG , one for each ρ g = 0, 0.1, and 0.9.
McClear provides the corresponding three values of G c . G is computed for each of the three ρ g as follows:
The formula of Vermote et al. (1997) applies to the clearness index KT:
It describes the change in KT as a function of the ground albedo ρ g and the spherical albedo S cloud of the cloudy atmosphere. At this step, ρ g has three values: 0, 0.1, and 0.9 while S cloud is unknown. In principle, S cloud can be computed knowing KT for any value of ρ g using Eq. (5.2). In practice, better results are attained if S cloud is computed for two values of ρ g : 0.1 and 0.9 using Eq. (5.2):
3) from which one obtains:
and eventually
Eq. (5.1) may be rewritten:
where the only remaining unknown is ρ g . The choice of the ground albedo values of 0.1 and 0.9 is that of the McClear model (Lefèvre et al., 2013) . With these two values, G and the spherical albedo S cloud of the cloudy atmosphere can be calculated accurately for any ground albedo from 0 to 1. This combination of Eq. (5.3)-(5.6) largely outperforms any linear interpolation made with more fitting points.
The ground albedo ρ g is computed in the same way as in Lefèvre et al. (2013) . Blanc et al. (2014b) created a worldwide climatological complete database containing monthly means of the three BRDF parameters, called f iso, f vol, and f geo (Schaaf et al., 2002) . This database is available at http://www.oie.mines-paristech.fr/Valorisation/ Outils/AlbedoSol/. In any operational use of the Heliosat-4 approach one may want to use the most recent BRDF maps in order to take year-to-year variations of the most recent data period into account. Lefevre et al. (2013) discussed the two approaches (near-realtime and climatology) in the case of McClear. They reported that when compared to ground-based measurements of the SSI, both approaches gave the same results with very small differences not taking into account the gaps. They have adopted the climatology approach because it makes easier the implementation of McClear. The same is done here. f iso describes the isotropic part of the BRDF; the two other parameters are linked to the viewing and illuminating geometry to describe the anisotropic part of the BRDF. The directional hemispherical reflectance ρ bs and the bihemispherical reflectance ρ ws are computed from the BRDF using formulas in Schaaf et al. (2002) . The parameters ρ bs and ρ ws are also known as black sky and white sky albedo (e.g. Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006) . The ground albedo ρ g is given by:
In the presence of cloud, ρ g is not the same as that calculated by McClear and must be computed again. The major difficulty in Eq. (5.7) is that ρ g depends upon D(ρ g ) and G(ρ g ) which depend themselves on ρ g . At this step, B, and accordingly KT B , are known, and the method proposed by Lefèvre et al. (2013, Eq. 8) can be used to solve the problem. Eq. (5.7) may be rewritten as:
By using KT instead of G, then combining Eqs. (5.4)-(5.6) and Eq. (5.8), and denoting Δ = (ρ bs − ρ ws ), one obtains a second-order equation in KT which is the quantity of interest:
Using the Monte-Carlo technique to select randomly 100 000 samples, it was found that Eq. (5.8) has only one solution that respects KT > KT B , i.e. G > B. Therefore, Eq. (5.9) is used to compute KT and Eq. (5.8) provides the actual ρ g . In a practical manner, once a request is made for a given site, the three BRDF parameters f iso, f vol, and f geo are taken from the closest grid point in the data set of Blanc et al. (2014b) . There is one value of each parameter per month which is allotted to the middle of the day of the middle of the month. A linear interpolation yields f iso, f vol, and f geo for each minute of the day. Then, Eq. (5.9) is solved for KT for each minute.
Computing SSI for any site
Aerosol properties, and total column contents of water vapour and ozone in CAMS are given every 3 h, starting at 00:00 UTC. The ordering of interpolation of parameters was found as having a negligible influence on the results (Lefèvre et al., 2013) . A bi-linear spatial interpolation in space is applied to compute a time-series of 3 h values for the given location. A further linear interpolation in time is performed yielding time-series of these atmospheric quantities every 1 min. These 1 min values are inputs to the McClear model. The 1 min temporal resolution has been chosen as it reflects the variability of irradiation due to the solar position sufficiently well. In addition, it permits to answer needs of users of such (Ohmura et al., 1998) . Only measurements that are significantly greater than these requirements were used for this validation of Heliosat-4: Values of G less than 10 W m −2 and values of B N less than 4 W m −2 were rejected. Quality control procedures described in Roesch et al. (2011) were applied and suspicious measurements removed. In the present study only measurements with θ S less than 89°were used. It is well known that such large θ S bear large errors in any satellite-based irradiance retrieval. Therefore one might argue to exclude these large θ S for any validation. However in solar energy, the energy production of photovoltaic systems starts already at low sun elevation and omitting those values may result in deviations e.g. in daily sums. Therefore, large θ S were included as well.
The 1 min measurements were averaged to 15 min means of SSI. Averaging was done only if at least 13 measurements out of the 15 possible values are valid. These 15 min means of SSI were compared to the Heliosat-4 means calculated for the same minutes. Deviations were computed by subtracting the measurements from the corresponding Heliosat-4 estimate. They were summarized by the bias, the standard deviation, the RMSE, and the Pearson correlation coefficient. Relative values are expressed with respect to the mean of the used measurements.
This BN are not completely independent of θ S as they decrease as θ S increases, the dependency is much less pronounced than in SSI. A subset, called clear-sky BSRN, was created to better analyse cloud-free conditions. It was made of BSRN data being identified as clear-sky instants following the criteria of Lefèvre et al. (2013) .
Heliosat-4 in principle is suited to provide spectrally resolved irradiances, as it is based on a physical radiative transfer treatment. Nevertheless, for the current implementation of Heliosat-4 only abaci for total irradiances exist, i.e. for the spectral range [240, 4606] nm. The spectral range of instruments used in the BSRN network is slightly different: [285, 2800] nm for pyranometers of Kipp & Zonen and [295, 2800] nm for those of Eppley. According to simulations performed with libRadtran, this difference in spectral range induces a bias of 3-8 W m −2 in G, i.e. an overestimation by Heliosat-4, which was not corrected for here.
Results of the validation
Tables 2-7 report statistical quantities on the deviations between estimates and measurements in G, KT, D, KT D , B N and KT BN , for the 13 stations. The correlation coefficient for G (Table 2) is greater than 0.91 in all cases. Expectedly due to the daily cycle being eliminated, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient for KT (Table 3) is slightly less but still close to or greater than 0.80, except in Lerwick (0.74) and Izana (0.70). The correlation coefficient for D (Table 4) is close to or greater than 0.80, except for Sede Boqer (0.74), Izana (0.68) and Tamanrasset (0.75). The correlation coefficient for KT D (Table 5 ) exhibits more variability, ranging from 0.35 in Toravere to 0.711 in Carpentras. For B N (Table 6 ) and KT BN (Table 7) , the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.80 and 0.60 respectively, with the exception of Lerwick (0.67 and 0.33), Toravere (0.72 and 0.37), Izana for B N (0.71) and for KT BN , Sede Boqer (0.47) and De Aar (0.48). It can be concluded that as a whole Heliosat-4 is able to reproduce the changes in global and direct SSI at a 15 min step. At least 82 % of the variance contained in G is well-explained by Heliosat-4. The explained part of variance is 64 % for D and B N , except extreme cases such as Sede Boqer, Izana and Tamanrasset. The explained part of variance in KT, KT D and KT BN is less: approximately 64 %, 36 % and 36 %. It shows that more detailed and precise estimates of the clear atmosphere and clouds are still needed for the purpose of a further improved retrieval scheme. The correlation coefficient for G exhibits a tendency to decrease as θ S increases but is often greater than 0.8 even for θ S = 80°. Heliosat-4 is less accurate in reproducing changes of SSI for large θ S . A reason is probably the restricted validity of the plane-parallel approximation made in any radiative transfer simulation code without any explicit treatment of three-dimensional effects for large θ S . However, the validation of McClear has shown a limited influence of θ S (Lefèvre et al., 2013) . The main cause is more likely a lower accuracy in the retrieval of the cloud properties by satellites for large sun and satellite viewing zenith angles. The northernmost stations (Lerwick, Toravere) exhibit low correlation coefficients. This can be explained by a sun zenith angle being typically greater at solar noon times than in more southern stations and by the large viewing angles of these sites by the SEVIRI sensor, and the more frequent occurrence of clouds.
The bias in G (Table 2) is positive for all stations. It ranges between 8 W m −2 (i.e. 2 % of the mean of the measurements) to 29 W m −2 (10 %). Please note that 3 to 8 W m −2 can be explained by the spectral range of BSRN measurements being less than for Heliosat-4 results. The bias is 12-13 W m −2 for the two northernmost sites and 2-12 W m −2 for stations in desert and semi-arid climates. The bias is greater for the other stations. The relative bias in KT is fairly similar for all stations: from 0 % to 6 %, with exception of Cabauw, Camborne, Palaiseau and Payerne. Biases for D (Table 4) are positive, from 31 to 49 W m −2 , except Izana (−6 W m −2 ) and Tamanrasset (−14 W m −2 ). This overestimation is greater than 25 % in relative values, except for Izana (−6 %) and Tamanrasset (−8 %). On the contrary, biases for B N (Table 6 ) are negative in most cases, which contribute to overall small bias in G. The B N bias is less than −55 W m −2 in most cases but reaches up to −163 W m −2 at Toravere. The large biases for B N are observed at the two northernmost stations and we assume that they are a result of the large satellite viewing angles and eventually parallax effects as discussed in a next section. Both Izana and Tamanrasset are mountain stations in very specific environments. Consequently they unsurprisingly produce positive biases being different from the other stations (8 and 50 W m −2 .
The RMSE for G (Table 2) is between 74 and 94 W m −2 for all stations. It is fairly constant and as a One should note that the statistical quantities slightly vary from one year to another. As a whole, no clear trend was observed neither for year nor for month. However, it appears that in Europe, results are usually better for the summer months than for winter. Lefèvre et al. (2013) found that in cloud-free conditions, the bias and RMSE in G c , D c and B cN vary with θ S though no clear trend appears. In all sky conditions, the bias and RMSE in G and D show a tendency to decrease as θ S increases. This is in line with the decrease of G and D as θ S increases. Sede Boqer and to a lesser extent Izana, Tamanrasset and De Aar do not exhibit such marked trends which are more obvious for Cabauw, Camborne, and Palaiseau. One may observe for the sites of Palaiseau and Payerne also studied in Lefèvre et al. (2013) , a tendency of the bias in cloud-free conditions to decrease as θ S increases for θ S > 30°. Accordingly, were the bias in K c constant with θ S , the bias on G would decrease with θ S . As θ S increases, the relative bias decreases while the relative RMSE increases. The situation is more confused for B N in line with the findings of Lefèvre et al. (2013) for McClear since the cases for which B N is noticeable are mostly cloud-free cases. It is possible that trends with θ S and season exist but are possibly hidden by the larger inaccuracies on SSI induced by inaccuracies in the available aerosol and cloud properties.
Discussion
In this section, the influence of sky conditions on the errors is discussed in more detail in order to address the nowadays restrictions of Heliosat-4 and possible future improvements. 
Satellite viewing angles greater than 60°I
n Tables 2-5, the two northernmost stations, Lerwick and Toravere, exhibit bias and RMSE for B N that are greater than most of the other stations together with lower correlation coefficients. Degradation of the quality in the retrieval of cloud properties is caused by large satellite viewing angles. With latitudes approximately equal to 60°, Lerwick and Toravere are nearly on the edge of the field of view of the MSG, and on the very edge of the valid domain of the cloud retrieval scheme APOLLO/SEV (Figure 4 ). The quality of estimates of cloud properties is low for these two stations, especially when the sun is low above horizon, e.g. in wintertime, or in early morning and late afternoon. Also, the planeparallel approximation of radiative transfer is not valid anymore. Nevertheless, it has been decided to provide the data in those regions even if large biases are to be expected as several users have applications where the drawbacks are acceptable.
Analysis of individual data in Toravere also reveals that the bias of −163 W m −2 for B N is partly due to the presence of snow on the ground. APOLLO/SEV generally provides a discrimination of clouds and snow. But in those regions at the edge of the valid satellite viewing angle and in low sun conditions, snow is not detected in several cases and mistaken as clouds.
For sites far off the nadir of the satellite, i.e. with large viewing angles, and also in low sun elevation above horizon, errors due to the parallax effect become important (Schutgens and Roebeling, 2009 ). The parallax effect shifts the clouds actually covering these sites northwards (in the northern hemisphere) and the sensor aboard the satellite does not see the actual atmospheric conditions along the exact optical path between the sun and the station of interest. Additionally, the cloud is seen from the side which contrasts with the plane-parallel assumption made. This also contributes to the deviation between Heliosat-4 and ground measurements. Marie-Joseph et al. (2013) studied the retrieval of SSI using MSG images over French Guiana. This area exhibits similarities with the two stations in northern Europe as it is also located on the edge of the field of view of MSG. These authors found that the effect of the parallax on SSI or clearness index is more pronounced when the cloud cover is fragmented, i.e. when the spatial variability in the cloud cover is large. The effects are more pronounced on B N than on G. For the latter a deficit in B N can be partly balanced by an increase of the diffuse part D.
Underestimation of aerosol optical depth in the presence of desert dust aerosol
The bias in B N (Table 6) for Tamanrasset is strongly positive (+50 W m −2 ) in contrast to the other stations which exhibit negative or small positive biases for B N . The sources of this overestimation of B N reflect the difficulty in the estimation of the AOD by CAMS in desert regions, especially during desert dust events (Eskes et al., 2014a (Eskes et al., , 2014b . The data from the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET, Holben et al., 1998) , which is an international network of ground stations monitoring aerosol optical depth and other aspects of atmospheric composition by means of sun photometers, are used as the observation reference. We analysed several case studies at Tamanrasset and found that the AOD at 550 nm is frequently underestimated by CAMS during the summer dust events. The AERONET daily mean data (blue line in Figure 5 ) exhibit AOD greater than 1, while CAMS failed to produce similar values. In such cases, the estimated direct irradiance is strongly overestimated. The upper sub-plot in Fig. 6 exhibits a daily profile of B N measured at Tamanrasset. Cloud-free conditions prevailed in the early morning and Heliosat-4 estimates, McClear estimates and measured B N are very close to each other. At approximately 11:00 UT, B N drops dramatically, signalling the arrival of the dust plume. This is confirmed with the corresponding increase of the AOD measured by AERONET (middle sub-plot, labelled AOD) and by the visual inspection of available MODIS images.
However, the same sub-plot shows that the AOD estimated by CAMS does not follow the same trend. It remains constant throughout the day, demonstrating that the CAMS model failed in representing the dust event in the level of detail being required for B N modelling. CAMS AODs are given on nodes of a 1.125°longi-tude/latitude grid (about 125 km for Tamanrasset). Also, Tamanrasset is located on a steep slope of the mountains and next to a major dust source. Therefore, any spatial average as provided by atmospheric modelling on the global scale is most likely less accurate than in other re- gions. But due to missing alternative validation stations in desert regions so far this assessment is provided here. As a consequence, Heliosat-4 overestimates B N for the most of the day.
From the observation of BSRN and AERONET data, we found that this case with high aerosol loads in Tamanrasset lasted from 20 June 2009 to early July. During most of this period, the AOD is largely underestimated by CAMS. Therefore, this situation strongly contributes to the positive bias in estimates of B N by Heliosat-4 in Tamanrasset. Dust events in Tamanrasset are frequent (Banks and Brindley, 2013) , at least one per month in summer with different durations from a few hours to more than 10 days.
Similar situations were observed in other arid locations, such as Sede Boqer and De Aar, though the impact on Tamanrasset is more significant due to the intensity and frequency of the dust events.
Systematic overestimation of aerosol optical depth
Opposite to the underestimation of the AOD during dust events, we observed a systematic overestimation of AOD during periods without large dust loads for the desert stations Sede Boqer and Tamanrasset. (Table 6 ). There are cases of large AERONET AOD which denote dust events being underestimated by CAMS. Frequent overestimation of small AOD values by CAMS is found (Fig. 5 ). This is masked by the frequent underestimation of the AOD in large AOD cases. Overall the bias is positive in Tamanrasset.
Cloud detection
It has been observed that clear-sky instants in early morning or late afternoon in winter at Sede Boqer are sometimes mistaken as clouds. A desert pixel may be seen as cold in the thermal and bright in the visible channels and therefore, it may be misinterpreted as cloud. One can observe this false alarm in Fig. 8 for the periods 5:00-9:00 UTC and 12:30-15:00 UTC during a winter day. The observed B N are very close to the McClear estimates. This suggests that these instants are likely in cloud-free conditions as confirmed by the color composite MODIS images taken around 8:40 UTC of the same day. In contrast, all these instants are seen as cloudy by APOLLO/SEV (lower sub-plot), resulting in very low estimated B N by Heliosat-4. Such situations contribute to the negative bias of B N for the station Sede Boqer. If clear-sky instants only are retained for validation by using the filters in Lefèvre et al. (2013) , the bias of Sede Boqer is −68 W m −2 (−8 %), whereas it is −99 W m −2 (−16 %) in all sky conditions (Table 6 ). The amplification of the negative bias may be partly explained by such false alarms in detection of clouds in winter conditions. For all stations, rapid changes in cloud cover can be noticed in ground measurements, especially at 1 min sampling step. The spatial heterogeneity resulting from this patchwork of scattered clouds may induce a characterisation as cloud free by APOLLO/SEV because of the spatial integration effect. Fig. 9 shows an example encountered in Carpentras during the summer of 2007. The strong temporal variation of the BSRN observations of B N (thin blue line in upper sub-plot) around 14:00 UT indicates the presence of scattered/broken cloud. These clouds are detected by APOLLO/SEV as shown in the lower sub-plot (labeled COD) with relatively low cloud optical depth. Heliosat-4 estimates of 15-min mean B N are close to the BSRN observations in this cloudy period. In the morning of the same day around 10:00 UT, the BSRN observations exhibit very low B N with weak temporal variation at 1 min scale. This suggests that the cloud is optically thick and the sky is overcast. The Heliosat-4 estimates for this morning cloudy period are very close to the BSRN observations. Generally speaking, the values of B N are well estimated throughout the day and the scattered/broken clouds presented in the afternoon around 14:00 UT are well detected in this example. Figure 10 shows another example encountered in summertime in Sede Boqer. The very strong temporal variation of the BSRN observations of B N suggests the presence of scattered clouds. On the opposite, the lower sub-plot (labelled COD) shows that according to APOLLO/SEV data, it was a cloud-free day. As a consequence, Heliosat-4 predicts clear sky irradiance and therefore overestimates B N . Visual interpretation of a colour composite MODIS image centred on Sede Boqer around 09:10 UT indicates small-size cumulus in the northern region (Fig. 11) . Sede Boqer is at the edge of the cloudy zone and it is hard to tell if its sky were cloudy or not at this very instant. Nevertheless, it supports the fact that rapid variations in B N observed in BSRN data may result from this field of clouds. At this location, the SEVIRI sensor has a spatial resolution which is approximately 5 km, i.e. 10 times less than that of MODIS. It is difficult with such a coarse resolution to correctly detect these small cumulus clouds and retrieve their properties, especially in this desert region with high surface reflectance, contrarily to the previous example with predominantly cropland near Carpentras, and sub-pixel cloud shadows on the ground.
Cloud-free cases
The bias in G is positive for all stations and ranges from 2 to 29 W m −2 . One cause of this overestimation is the difference between the total SSI and the SSI for (Table 2) , and also, greater correlation coefficients are found.
Comparing Heliosat-4 outputs to the same clear-sky subset of BSRN leads to similar biases, RMSE and correlation coefficients as for McClear with a few exceptions. At Lerwick, the underestimation is enhanced (from −21 down to −26 W m −2 ) likely because of the low quality of cloud properties retrieval for this site at the edge of field of view of MSG, several cloud-free instants are mistaken as cloudy. The RMSE increases from 26 to 33 W m −2 , and the correlation coefficient slightly decreases from 0.987 down to 0.979. On the other hand, and for the same reasons that act favourably in this case, Toravere exhibits a decrease in bias, from 12 to 4 W m −2 . However, the RMSE increases from 20 to 28 W m −2 , and the correlation coefficient decreases from 0.992 down to 0.982. The case of Sede Boqer has been discussed and results in an increase of the RMSE, from 27 up to 37 W m −2 , with a decrease of the correlation coefficient (0.988 and 0.972). Izana exhibits similar behaviour: change of RMSE from 19 up to 35 W m −2 , and change in correlation coefficient from 0.995 down to 0.984.
Cloud coverage and cloud optical depth
Other causes of error are related to the clouds and their properties. Fig. 12 displays the bias in G for each station for several classes: clear (pixel is clear according to the APOLLO/SEV scheme), low (water cloud at low altitude), medium (water/mixed phase cloud at medium altitude), high (water/mixed phase cloud of large vertical extent), thin-ice (thin ice cloud), water (cloud is treated as a water cloud) and cloudy (pixel is cloudy).
The bias observed for the clear cases as defined by APOLLO/SEV ranges between 13 and 25 W m −2 for all stations with the exception of Cabauw (37), Camborne (34) and Payerne (32) . It is always positive and contributes to the overall overestimation for all sky conditions.
For the APOLLO/SEV clear cases, the RMSE is greater than that observed for the clear-sky BSRN subset by a factor of more than 2. Most probably these are scattered clouds being treated as partly cloudy pixels in the spatial range of MSG and also providing a large variability of SSI.
The RMSE is much less than that for all sky conditions for all southernmost stations: Carpentras, Cener, Sede Boqer, Izana, Tamanrasset, De Aar, which experience frequent clear skies. It ranges from 56 to 84 W m −2 for the clear cases and from 74 to 94 W m −2 for all sky conditions. On the other hand, the RMSE is similar or even greater than that for all sky conditions for the other stations where cloudy skies are more frequent and cloud-free cases are less frequent. This increasing RMSE in more cloudy conditions again raises the point to investigate the treatment of partly cloudy pixels further on.
As a whole, the bias is rarely negative and most of the situations exhibit overestimation in G. One exception is that the cases of medium and high clouds for the desert stations exhibit large negative bias. However, the number of sample of these cases is quite small as these cloudy situations are not encountered very often.
The bias for the case of thin ice cloud is large compared to the other cases. Thin ice clouds are typically semi-transparent and the retrieval of COD is highly unsure as the ice particles show a large variety of geometrical shapes and sizes. Any assumption on optical properties is therefore highly uncertain. Also, the influence of ground reflectances is increased, and the chosen 2-stream approach in the APOLLO reflectance to COD parameterization is restricted in such small COD cases. Overall, the current treatment of thin ice clouds results in an underestimation of τ cloud which in turn yields an overestimation in G in all stations except Sede Boqer. Fig. 13 exhibits the bias in G for each station as a function of the cloud coverage estimated by the APOLLO/SEV scheme. The row (0 %) corresponds to the row "clear" in Fig. 12 . One may observe that the bias varies with the cloud coverage for the same station and from station to station for the same cloud coverage. As a whole, most of the situations exhibit overestimation in G. Except for a few sites, the bias is positive and small when the sky is clear (0 %) or fully covered (100 %). The greatest positive biases are found for cloud coverage less than 20 %, and especially for the classes between 2 % and 10 %. They may be greater than 60 W m −2 .
Heliosat-4 and the APOLLO/SEV must be improved for small cloud coverages as these cases are frequently met. Cabauw and Camborne, and to a lesser extent Palaiseau and Payerne, exhibit similar structures with a small bias for coverage of 0 % and 100 % and large biases otherwise. Stations in desert, semi-arid, and Mediterranean climates exhibit large underestimation for partial coverage greater than 50 %. In addition, Tamanrasset offers large overestimation for small coverage. It should be noted that the number of these partly covered cases is low for these stations where cloud-free conditions prevail. Fig. 14 shows the RMSE in G for each station as a function of the cloud coverage. One may observe that the RMSE for clear sky (0 %) is fairly low and similar for all stations: it ranges from 56 (Carpentras) to 104 W m −2 (Lerwick). It is smallest for the stations in desert, semi-arid, and Mediterranean climates which experience frequent clear skies. The RMSE exhibits similar values for overcast skies (cloud coverage = 100 %) for the stations in the marine climate and that these values are close to the RMSE observed for clear skies (last row in Fig. 14) though slightly greater. In contrast, the RMSE for stations in desert, semi-arid, and Mediterranean climates is greater than those for the other stations.
Large RMSEs are encountered for partly covered cases. The greatest RMSEs are found for the desert stations for partly covered cases; however, their frequency is small and hence their impact is low. These errors for partly covered instants originate from multiple sources, amongst them parallax effects, cloud detection, the estimation of cloud coverage and τ cloud as previously discussed. 
Cloud phase
Uncertainties in the estimation of the cloud phase are another source for overestimation in G. The cloud phase has a significant influence on the estimation of G. Typically, ice clouds scatter the light more than water clouds and the amount of light scattered downward is less for ice clouds. Greuell et al. (2013) reported that on the average thick ice clouds are optically thicker than water clouds and KT B , and KT BN decreases more sharply as τ cloud increases. In the current Heliosat-4 implementation, low, medium and high clouds as detected by APOLLO/SEV are considered as water clouds and only the thin ice cloud is treated as an ice cloud. This is known to be an oversimplification in remote sensing as medium and high clouds as detected in APOLLO/SEV are often mixed phase clouds with ice particles in their upper parts. Considering deep, high reaching clouds as pure water clouds tends to falsely decrease the scattering and overestimate G. This can be seen in Fig. 13 for the northern sites. Additional tests made with libRadtran when assuming that the high clouds are made of two phases yield a strong decrease of the bias by a factor of 2-3 for the northern sites. It could be recommended that future versions of Heliosat-4 include such a revised treatment of high and medium level clouds as detected in APOLLO/SEV.
Influence of the circumsolar irradiance
There are several definitions of the direct normal irradiance B N (Blanc et al., 2014a) . Ground-based measurements made by pyrheliometers oriented towards the sun typically have an aperture half-angle of approximately 2.5°. These instruments collect part of the radiation coming from the circumsolar region. On the contrary, B N estimated by radiative transfer models -as is the case of Heliosat-4 -is valid for a sun being considered as a point source. The difference between the two is defined as the circumsolar irradiance (Blanc et al., 2014a) . In clear-sky conditions, the intensity of circumsolar irradiance is less than 10 W m −2 in most cases (Oumbe et al., 2012) and is fairly similar to the uncertainty of the instruments. In cloudy-sky conditions or heavy aerosol conditions, the relative contribution of the circumsolar irradiance to B N measured by pyrheliometers may exceed 50 % due to specific effects of especially cirrus clouds. This explains a large part of the negative bias of B N and KT BN presented in the Tables 6 and 7. It is desirable to bring a correction to K cB estimated by Heliosat-4 when comparing to ground measurements. Building on the work of Shiobara and Asano (1993) and Reinhardt et al. (2012) , Qu (2013) has proposed an empirical correction applying to K cB when the cloud coverage of a pixel is greater than or equal to 50 % by multiplying τ cloud in Eq. (4.1) by 0.45 for thin ice clouds and 0.75 for all other cloud types. He found a reduction in bias for B N and KT BN . Though promising, the study was of limited extension and more work is needed on the applicability of this correction and its integration in Heliosat-4.
Overestimation of the diffuse irradiance
D is generally overestimated by Heliosat-4 by about 30 W m −2 for the northern stations with marine climate (Table 4) . For the desert/semi-arid stations such as Tamanrasset and Izana, due to the occasionally underestimations of the aerosols loads during the dust storms, the biases in D are negative for these two stations. For the other two desert stations, Sede Boqer and De Aar, where the presence of the dust storm is less frequent and less intense, the bias in D is positive.
As previously discussed, the estimates of D comprise the circumsolar irradiance which is included into the measurements of B N . This explains partly the overestimation of D.
The cloud phase, particle form, size, and their distributions have influence in the modelling of the scattering of radiances. The same holds for the aerosols type, size and size distribution. However, the information concerning these properties is not sufficiently available. Approximations are made in the modelling concerning the cloud and aerosols. In our case, the sizes of the cloud water droplets and ice crystals are fixed due to limited information. Further, for the aerosols, the OPAC (Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds, Hess et al., 1998) aerosol profiles and aerosol types are used. These standard aerosol profiles offer a practical way to obtain an approximation of the real situation though they contain uncertainties. These are factors among others which may contribute to the errors in D. To fully understand the reason why there is a general overestimation of D, more efforts are still needed. This will help to further improve the performance of Heliosat-4 method.
Conclusions
The new Heliosat-4 method has been designed in the scope of being set up as an operational tool for solar irradiance monitoring in the framework of the MACC projects and the Copernicus programme. It exhibits satisfactory results as a fast implementation of radiative transfer theory for the direct and global irradiance for clear and cloudy skies. Furthermore, the use of radiative transfer principles instead of empirical relations allows the extension towards spectrally resolved irradiances in future and the use of enhanced cloud and aerosol information as soon as they will be available in future.
The comparison between Heliosat-4 estimates and measurements of global and beam SSI for 13 stations shows a large correlation coefficient at all stations. For 15 min averages of global SSI, it ranges between 0.91 and 0.97. This demonstrates that Heliosat-4 offers accurate estimates of changes in time of the global SSI every 15 min. The bias of global SSI ranges between 2 and 32 W m −2 . This study neglects the differences between spectral ranges of BSRN and Heliosat-4, accounting for a 3-8 W m −2 bias as known from sensitivity studies. The RMSE is between 74 and 94 W m −2 and its relative value ranges between 15 % and 20 % of the mean observed irradiance for stations in desert and Mediterranean climate, and between 26 % and 43 % for rainy climate with mild winters. The correlation coefficient for the diffuse irradiance ranges between 0.68 and 0.87. The bias is comprised between −14 and +49W m −2 , and the RMSE between 71 W m −2 (74 %) and 92 W m −2 (83 %).
The correlation coefficient for the direct normal irradiance ranges between 0.67 and 0.87. The bias is comprised between −163 and +50 W m −2 , and the RMSE between 160 W m −2 (29 %) and 288 W m −2 (63 %).
The main novelty of the Heliosat-4 method is its design that i) is based on a fast approximation of the radiative transfer equation, and ii) is combining existing advanced models such as the McClear model for estimating the SSI under clear skies, cloud properties schemes such as APOLLO/SEV applied to images acquired by MSG, and aerosol optical properties, water vapour, and ozone provided by CAMS with an update frequency of 3 h on the global scale.
Performances are still far from WMO standards (WMO, 2008) which ask for a bias less than 3 W m −2 and 95 % of the deviations less than 20 W m −2 . The quality of the input parameters describing the state of the atmosphere in clear sky, the cloud properties and the ground reflectance is obviously a major influence on the performance of the Heliosat-4 method. Paths for improvements have been discussed.
The quality of the results of Heliosat-4 depends on the site and especially of its climate. Large satellite viewing angles may decrease the quality of the estimation. Snow cover may pose a problem because even in the used snow/cloud discrimination scheme, snow can still be mistaken as cloud.
Scattered or broken clouds are difficult to detect because of the complex and changing cloud structure and the limits of the spatial and temporal resolution of the SEVIRI sensor aboard MSG. Three-dimensional cloud effects as the parallax effect of clouds in low sun conditions or the overshooting of G due to reflection on the side of the cloud are not treated due to missing cloud structure information in the daily operational practice. The spatial heterogeneity resulting from this patchwork of small broken clouds may induce a false detection by APOLLO/SEV and actual cloudy cases are taken as clear cases thus yielding an overestimation of the global SSI.
The cloud masking and the retrieval of COD should be enhanced following the feedback given from the solar irradiance evaluation. This work is ongoing (Klüser et al., 2015) and APOLLO_NG (Next Generation) is making use of a probabilistic cloud masking and treats cloud effective radius explicitly. APOLLO_NG is currently evaluated with respect to Heliosat-4 irradiances and with respect to CREW (Cloud Retrieval Evaluation Workshop) datasets. If successful, APOLLO_NG will be implemented in Heliosat-4 and a major reprocessing of cloud properties is foreseen.
The retrieval of the cloud properties when a pixel is not fully covered by clouds should be improved. In case of clear sky, uncertainties in the retrieval of aerosol properties for desert stations become important.
The underestimation of the aerosol optical depth during dust events in or near desert regions may be significant. It introduces a strong positive bias for the estimation of the direct SSI. A systematic overestimation of the aerosol optical depth in non-dust-storm periods for desert stations may cause an underestimation of the direct SSI.
Besides these improvements on the quality of the inputs, the Heliosat-4 model can be improved to better account for the vertically developed clouds by considering them as two-phase clouds. This could be done by computing additional abaci. A correction on circumsolar irradiance should be also applied when comparing to ground-based measurements which is expected to largely reduce the bias of D and B N especially for cirrus clouds.
The Heliosat-4 method with inputs from CAMS, MODIS and APOLLO/SEV from DLR is available as a Web service, i.e. an application that can be invoked via the Web and using always the best-available input data and algorithm version. It obeys the OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) standard for Web processing services (WPS, Percivall et al., 2011 ). An interface has been developed to launch Heliosat-4 within a standard Web browser and to obtain time-series of global, direct, diffuse and direct normal SSI for a given point and a given period from 2004 until 2 days before today. The summarization towards 1 min, 15 min, 1 h, 1 day, and 1 month sums is provided. This interface is called CAMS Radiation Service in this context and can be launched via the catalogue of CAMS products (www. copernicus-atmosphere.eu).
